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Carroll, Timothy J., Robert D. Herbert, Joanne Munn, Michael Lee and Simon C. Gandevia. Contralateral effects of unilateral strength training: evidence and possible mechanisms. J Appl Physiol 101: 1514–1522, 2006; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.00531.2006.—If exercises are performed to increase muscle strength on one side of the body, voluntary strength can increase on the contralateral side. This effect, termed the contralateral strength training effect, is usually measured in homologous muscles. Although known for over a century, most studies have not been designed well enough to show a definitive transfer of strength that could not be explained by factors such as familiarity with the testing. However, an updated meta-analysis of 16 properly controlled studies (range 15–48 training sessions) shows that the size of the contralateral strength training effect is ~8% of initial strength or about half the increase in strength of the trained side. This estimate is similar to results of a large, randomized controlled study of training for the elbow flexors (contralateral effect of 7% initial strength or one-quarter of the effect on the trained side). This is likely to reflect increased motoneuron output rather than muscular adaptations, although most methods are insufficiently sensitive to detect small muscle contributions. Two classes of central mechanism are identified. One involves a “spillover” to the control system for the contralateral limb, and the other involves adaptations in the control system for the trained limb that can be accessed by the untrained limb. Cortical, subcortical and spinal levels are all likely to be involved in the “transfer,” and none can be excluded with current data. Although the size of the effect is small and may not be clinically significant, study of the phenomenon provides insight into neural mechanisms associated with exercise and training.
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A SHORT REPORT, PUBLISHED in Studies from the Yale Psychological Laboratory in 1894, describes a surprising set of observations (71). On 7 March 1894, Miss Emily M. Brown squeezed a rubber bulb as strongly as possible with her left hand 10 times. The bulb was connected to a manometer that provided a measure of grip strength. Immediately thereafter, and on each of 8 occasions over the next 13 days, Miss Brown performed 10 maximal contractions with her right hand. On the thirteenth day, she again performed a maximal contraction with her left hand. Remarkably, even though she had trained the strength of her right hand, the strength of her left hand had increased by 43%. The authors of the report concluded that training of the right hand had increased the strength of the left hand.

The phenomenon whereby training one side of the body increases the strength of muscles on the other side of the body has become known as the contralateral strength training effect.

The same effect is sometimes termed cross-education or cross-training, although these terms have a broader use. Contralateral training effects have been extensively investigated because they provide important insights into physiological determinants of muscle strength.

This mini-review provides an overview of research into the contralateral effects of strength training. The review is divided into two main sections. The first considers evidence for the existence of a contralateral strength training effect. It argues that definitive proof of the phenomenon has been elusive because many studies failed to control for the possibility that the apparent contralateral effects are biased by familiarization with the testing procedures. (As it turns out, this bias appears small.) Nonetheless the available evidence now clearly indicates that the contralateral strength training effect is real, not just an experimental artifact. The second section considers physiological mechanisms that could mediate contralateral strength training effects. We consider two classes of mechanisms: those that involve adaptations of the ipsilateral and contralateral limbs and their respective neural control systems.
A hierarchical approach is taken, considering peripheral, spinal, and then cortical and other supraspinal mechanisms. In the last section, we assess the potential utility of the cross-training effect and some of the lessons that have been learned from studying it.

EVIDENCE OF A CONTRALATERAL STRENGTH TRAINING EFFECT

The early observations on Miss Brown are not convincing, not least because, in addition to squeezing the rubber bulb, Miss Brown concurrently exercised both arms by lifting dumbbells during the course of the experiment. Another limitation is that the observations were made only on one subject, so there is no formal basis for generalization of the phenomenon to other people. The value of this study was not that it demonstrated the existence of a contralateral training effect but that it began an extensive program of research.

Now, well over a 100 years later, many studies have attempted to demonstrate contralateral training effects. Most often the approach is as follows: the strength of both right and left limbs is measured. Then, the right and left limbs of each subject are allocated to training and control conditions. In well-designed studies, allocation is random, but many studies use nonrandom allocation. Subjects perform a unilateral strength training program, after which strength of right and left limbs is remeasured. The increase in strength of the untrained limb is used to estimate the size of the contralateral strength training effect.

Interpretation of such studies (which we will call within-subject studies) is difficult. One difficulty is that the process of measuring the strength of the untrained arm before the training period could itself increase performance in subsequent strength tests. A single session of training is sufficient to produce increases in strength (66). Consequently increases in the strength of the untrained limb observed in within-subject studies could simply be a training response to the procedures used to measure strength before the training program. Similarly, apparent contralateral effects could be attributed to familiarity with testing procedures. If, as is usually the case, the training procedures resemble the testing procedures, training will familiarize the subjects with testing procedures. Over the course of the training program subjects may learn to position themselves optimally in the test apparatus, or to exert force against a dynamometer in an optimal direction. Consequently it may be familiarization with the testing protocol, rather than the repeated execution of training contractions, which has contralateral effects.

Can familiarization with testing procedures be considered to be a part of training? Can we call familiarization-induced increases in strength “training responses”? Is it of interest to know that familiarization with test procedures increases contralateral strength? And is familiarization with test procedures a legitimate focus of physiological enquiry? These are difficult questions that we will not attempt to answer. In this mini-review, we will focus on training effects that are a direct consequence of repeated execution of strong muscle contractions in the opposite limb over the course of a training program, rather than familiarization with testing procedures.

For this perspective, a higher degree of experimental control is necessary. More control can be achieved by randomizing subjects (rather than limbs) to groups. Subjects in one group train with one limb, and subjects in the other group do not train at all. Ideally, both groups attend the laboratory for the same number of sessions, although in many of these studies the untrained subjects only attend the laboratory before and after the experimental period. With this design, which we will call the between-subjects design, the contralateral effect of strength training is estimated by subtracting the mean strength of the untrained limbs of untrained subjects from the mean strength of the untrained limbs of trained subjects. Alternatively, contralateral effects may be estimated by subtracting the mean change in strength of the untrained limbs of untrained subjects from the mean change in strength of the untrained limbs of trained subjects. Another possibility is to compare the strengths of untrained limbs of trained and untrained subjects after adjusting for baseline strength in an analysis of covariance. The common feature of these approaches is that they contrast strength of untrained limbs of trained and untrained subjects. Because both trained and untrained subjects have become familiar with the test procedures, such estimates control for training effects by familiarization.

Unfortunately, even between-subject studies of contralateral strength training effects often do not provide estimates of contralateral training effects based on between-group comparisons. Instead, they report the change in strength of the untrained arm of trained subjects. By doing so, they forfeit the experimental control conferred by the between-subjects design. Another problem is that most individual studies have small sample sizes (typically such studies have sample sizes of ≤20), so they may fail to detect physiologically interesting effects even if such effects exist. These shortcomings can be overcome with meta-analysis. A meta-analysis of published data can pool between-subject estimates of contralateral training effects, which potentially provides an adequate level of statistical power.

We recently conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized between-subject studies of the contralateral effects of training. The review identified 17 studies in which subjects trained with an intensity of at least 50% of maximal voluntary strength for a minimum of 2 wk (62). Of these, 13 studies provided estimates of the size of the contralateral training effect (8, 20, 26, 33, 35, 45, 47, 49, 56, 73–75, 88). Since that review was conducted, three further studies have been published that meet the criteria for inclusion in the original systematic review (24, 52, 63), so we have updated the findings of the review with data published in the intervening period. Most studies trained the knee extensors or elbow flexors isometrically or isokinetically using maximal voluntary contractions. Sample sizes of individual studies were typically small (median group size of 10).

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the 16 estimates of contralateral training effects. The pooled estimate is that unilateral training of the periods and intensities observed in these studies (4–12 wk, 15–48 training sessions, intensities of ~55–100% of a maximal contraction) increases contralateral strength by, on average, 7.6% of initial strength (random effects model). This corresponds to an increase in contralateral strength of 52% of the ipsilateral training effect.

The same studies can be used to assess the magnitude of the bias in within-subject estimates of the contralateral effects, because each of the 16 between-subject studies also provides...
The precise physiological mechanisms that underlie the contralateral transfer of muscular strength after training are not known. The purpose of this section is to identify which of the many potential sites of adaptation are plausible mechanisms for the effect (also see Ref. 32 for recent reviews). Conceptually there are two different classes of mechanism by which force-generating capacity could increase in the untrained, opposite limb. First, unilateral strength training could cause a “spillover” of neural drive to the untrained side that induces adaptations in the control system for the opposite limb; and second, unilateral strength training could cause neuromuscular adaptations in the control system for the trained limb that can be accessed by the opposite limb. These alternatives may not be mutually exclusive, and it is possible that adaptations from both classes may be involved in the effect.

When one considers that there may be multiple sites of adaptation, and that the magnitude of the contralateral strength training effect is typically small, it is clear that sensitive physiological measures may be needed to establish the underlying mechanisms. This may be one reason for the lack of success to date in directly identifying the physiological causes of the contralateral strength training effect.

In this section, we describe a number of potential sites of adaptation, moving systematically from the muscle to the cortex. We aim to highlight known sources of cross-limb neuromuscular interaction and to identify which of these factors are most likely to contribute to the contralateral strength training effect.

**Muscular mechanisms.** Adaptations within the muscles engaged in strength training contribute to increases in force-generating capacity (for review see Refs. 2, 5, 6). These changes include hypertrophy, changes in muscle enzyme concentrations, and modifications in contractile protein composition (e.g., fiber-type proportions). Studies in which anthropometric (59), imaging (64, 68), or histological (34, 38, 68) measurements were made of fiber type and/or muscle cross-sectional area showed no evidence that unilateral strength training causes contralateral muscular adaptations. However, the possibility that muscle effects are involved in the contralateral strength training effect should not be dismissed on this evidence alone, because it is likely that these methods lack sensitivity to detect small-muscle adaptations.

The issue of whether muscle adaptations are involved in the contralateral strength training effect can also be approached by considering the processes that might drive muscular adaptations in the untrained limb. The most obvious are the anabolic hormonal changes that accompany resistance training, because systemic mediators of this type have ready access to muscles in the untrained limb. However, if hormonally driven adaptations were a major contributor to the contralateral strength training effect, it would be difficult to explain the observation that the effect is specific to the contralateral, homologous muscles. In fact, there is evidence that the strength of nonhomologous muscles is unaffected by strength training (30, 36, 88). However, although the comparisons between the contralateral strength training effect on homologous vs. nonhomologous muscles is important, there are probably insufficient data to establish this point with certainty. It remains to be established whether the contralateral effect has major joint specificity. It might also be expected that the contralateral strength training effect would be greatest when larger muscle groups are trained (because these generate greater hormonal changes [50]), whereas contralateral strength training effects of comparable magnitude can be induced in small hand muscles (88).

Conventional thinking suggests unilateral training probably produces too little motor unit activation in the untrained limb.

---

**Effect of unilateral resistance training on strength of the contralateral limb (% change in strength)**

Fig. 1. Distribution of estimates, from 16 studies, of effects of unilateral strength training on contralateral strength. Each of the 16 estimates (●) is calculated from the difference in mean strength of the untrained limb of trained subjects and an untrained limb in control subjects who did not train. The study from which each estimate is obtained is given at left. The size of each square is proportional to the study’s sample size. Horizontal bars, 95% confidence intervals. ●, Pooled estimate (random-effects model) of the contralateral training effect based on all 16 studies.

---

**POOLED ESTIMATE**
to drive muscular adaptation. A small degree of muscle activity was reported in some studies in the untrained limb during unilateral resistance training (18, 24, 38, 90). However, the contralateral strength training effect also occurs in the absence of significant contralateral activity (20, 35). It is difficult to conceive how significant muscular adaptations could be induced without appreciable motor unit activity.

In summary, a critical analysis of the evidence suggests that peripheral muscle adaptations are unlikely to contribute substantially to the contralateral strength training effect, but the possibility of a small contribution cannot be ruled out.

**Neural mechanisms.** If the contralateral strength training effect is not due to muscular mechanisms, the effect must be mediated by a change in the way that muscles are activated by the central nervous system. That is, neural drive could be increased to agonist and synergist muscles or reduced to antagonist muscles.

It is important to recognize that much of the evidence for neural mechanisms of contralateral training effects has been drawn from surface electromyogram (EMG) studies, and this is questionable for methodological reasons that have been highlighted elsewhere (10, 23, 25). In particular, the idea that reduced antagonist coactivation is an important mechanism for increases in strength may have arisen from undetected volume conduction in the surface EMG, because intramuscular EMG recordings confirm near-complete quiescence in antagonist muscles during elbow flexion maximal voluntary contraction (3). There is also evidence that strength training can increase peak firing rates and increase the occurrence of doublets at onset of contraction (84), and it may also alter motor unit synchronization (57, 72, 89). If these adaptations occurred on the untrained side, there could be quite complex relations between the surface EMG and the force that would make interpretation of the surface EMG problematic (23).

Candidate mechanisms for this type of adaptation include changes in the pattern of neural activity associated with motor drive and adaptive modifications in neural circuits involved in motor planning and execution. It is also to be expected that the neural mechanisms for the contralateral strength training effect parallel, to some extent, the neural adaptations that induce strength increases in the trained limb after resistance training. However, because the precise nature of neural adaptations in the trained limb is not known, consideration of the mechanisms underlying the contralateral strength training effect is restricted to identifying sites of cross-limb neural interaction that could contribute to force production on the opposite side of the body (see Figs. 2 and 3 and Ref. 12 for review).

**Spinal cord mechanisms.** There is a complex network of circuits in the spinal cord that influences motor output, both via reflex actions on motoneurons and by modulating descending commands (67). This circuitry shapes motor drive to agonists, synergists and antagonists, and thereby influences force-generating capacity. The fundamental actions (i.e., neuronal sources and inhibitory/ excitatory effects) of many circuits have been identified (Fig. 2; for review see Refs. 41, 67); however, much still remains unknown about task-dependent regulation of these actions and about the role of more complex polysynaptic circuits.

---

**Fig. 2.** Illustration of the segmental network that contributes to motor output in each limb, with known cross-hemicord connections depicted in bold. GTO, Golgi tendon organ; RC, Renshaw cells; IaIN, Ia inhibitory interneuron; IbIN, Ib inhibitory interneuron; MN, motoneuron; PIN, presynaptic inhibition interneuron; PN, propriospinal interneuron; CIN, commissural interneuron; Antag, antagonist. Note that one neuron is used to represent both inhibitory and excitatory CINs. ●, Inhibitory connections.
There is some evidence that spinal circuitry is modified by strength training, although most of the techniques that have been used to study this phenomenon do not allow the identification of specific sites of adaptation (1, 11, 52). In the only study to date that has investigated whether unilateral training causes changes in the untrained hemicord, Lagerquist et al. (52) found no change in H-reflex amplitude in the opposite, untrained limb after an isometric training program that increased H-reflex amplitude in the trained limb. While this suggests that adaptations in the autogenic stretch reflex circuit are not a major contributor to contralateral strength-training effect, it does not preclude the involvement of other spinal circuits. Adaptation of other spinal circuits is plausible, because unilateral contraction or movement results in gain modulation of contralateral spinal circuits. Hortobagyi and colleagues (37) showed that strong unilateral wrist flexion depressed H-reflex gain in the contralateral wrist flexors, most likely through an atypical, prolonged form of presynaptic inhibition of Ia afferent-motoneuron synapses. Contralateral rhythmic movements also depress H-reflex gain in both the upper and lower limbs (13, 55), and the fact that modulation occurs during both active and passive movement suggests afferent inputs play a role. In cats, interneurons that receive afferent and descending inputs cross the midline to excite or inhibit contralateral motoneurons (commissural interneurons), and they are located in spinal lamina VIII (42, 43) (see Fig. 2). It seems likely that interneurons of this type contribute to crossed effects in humans, because Delwaide and Pepin (16) showed that contralateral afferent stimulation causes reflex conditioning in a pattern consistent with the synaptic organization of the cat. Although there are extensive cross-limb spinal interactions during unilateral contraction, experiments that directly compare changes in the threshold and gain of specific circuits in both the trained and untrained limb are needed to determine which of these are likely mechanisms for cross-education.

Cortical mechanisms. An extensive network of circuits distributed (mainly) throughout the frontal lobes of the cerebral cortex is involved in the planning and execution of voluntary movement (see Fig. 3). These motor areas are organized in a loosely hierarchical manner: from higher order decision making and planning in prefrontal regions to relatively direct control of motoneuronal output at the primary motor cortex (M1). Although there is strong evidence that motor learning is associated with cortical reorganization (48, 61, 65), there is no definitive evidence that strength training causes cortical adaptations (11, 44) (cf. Ref. 69). However, there are interhemispheric connections via the corpus callosum between most cortical motor areas, as well as bilateral and ipsilateral corticospinal projections to many proximal muscles (Fig. 3; for review see Ref. 12). Thus there are numerous sites of cross-limb cortical interaction that could contribute to the contralateral strength training effect. Of these sites, uncrossed corticospinal fibers that target ipsilateral motoneurons and branched corticospinal fibers that project to motoneurons bilaterally seem least likely to have a major role in the contralateral strength training effect. This is because these projections are strongest to axial muscles, and may be absent for distal limb muscles, whereas contralateral strength training effects of similar magnitude can be induced throughout the body, including the hand (7, 9, 32, 62).

Some types of interhemispheric interaction provide a plausible basis for the first class of mechanism that could mediate the contralateral strength training effect. That is, strong con-
traction of one limb affects the gain of ipsilateral cortical circuitry that, with repeated execution, could induce adaptations in the “untrained” control system to allow more effective motor drive when the untrained limb is maximally contracted. Moderate to strong unilateral contractions (i.e., >40% MVC) facilitate responses to transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) in the resting limb (31, 37, 54, 60, 77, 78), although some types of unilateral contraction depress these motor cortex-evoked potentials in the opposite limb (54). This may be due in part to the existence of both excitatory and inhibitory cross-hemispheric M1-M1 connections (19, 29, 76) and possibly to dorsal pre-motor cortex-M1 connections (58). Another possibility is that modulation of ipsilateral M1 excitability is due to common inputs to both M1s from higher order cortical areas involved in motor planning.

Unilateral training could conceivably cause adaptations in cortical areas involved in motor function other than M1, because there are callosal connections between bilateral supplementary motor areas, cingulate motor areas, and prefrontal areas (40, 70), and imaging data suggest that these areas are activated during unilateral contraction (17, 46). However, despite these cross-hemispheric interactions, there is no evidence that unilateral motor activity can induce adaptations in the ipsilateral motor cortex. Studies that directly assess whether there is functional reorganization of the ipsilateral hemisphere after unilateral strength training are needed to test this possibility. Neuroimaging methods may seem promising here, but they have serious limitations. For example, they do not usually distinguish between an excitatory or inhibitory activation, or whether any change involves the input to or output from the cortical region. Hence, it is difficult to separate an epiphenomenon from a change that actually enhances motoneuronal output on the untrained side.

The basic idea behind the second class of mechanism that could underlie the contralateral strength training effect is that processing in the ipsilateral hemisphere after unilateral strength training is needed to test this possibility. Neuroimaging methods may seem promising here, but they have serious limitations. For example, they do not usually distinguish between an excitatory or inhibitory activation, or whether any change involves the input to or output from the cortical region. Hence, it is difficult to separate an epiphenomenon from a change that actually enhances motoneuronal output on the untrained side.

Subcortical mechanisms. Comparatively little is known about the potential for cross-limb neural interaction at subcortical centers involved in movement control, such as the basal ganglia, cerebellum and brain stem nuclei that give rise to nonpyramidal descending tracts (e.g., reticulospinal and vestibulospinal tracts). However, unilateral lesions of both basal ganglia and cerebellar circuits result in motor deficits on both sides of the body (39, 85). Furthermore, there are interhemispheric anatomic connections within the corticospinalcrosscortical loops associated with both structures (22, 87). In cats, brain stem nuclei are capable of exerting cross-limb effects via projections to commissural interneurons (51). The involvement of propriospinal interneurons in bilateral interactions between the hemicords is also possible (67). Although there is currently no evidence that subcortical circuits typically involved in motor execution of the opposite limb contribute to high-force unilateral contractions in humans, the existence of anatomical substrates for cross-limb interaction suggests that such a role may well exist. Thus, at present, the possibility that subcortical brain areas are involved in the contralateral strength training effect cannot be excluded.

**FINAL PERSPECTIVE**

This brief review has highlighted a number of intriguing aspects of the contralateral strength training effect. Although the phenomenon was described over a century ago, many studies have not been designed well enough to expose the magnitude of the effect. Theoretically, experiments using a within-subjects design have a weakness in that subject familiarity with the testing potentially confounds the results. However, when this weakness is set aside and data from between-subjects designs are considered, meta-analysis supports the presence of a contralateral strength training effect (Fig. 1; see also Ref. 62). Meta-analysis also indicates that although familiarity with testing procedures does improve contralateral performance, the effect is rather small (just 3% of initial strength), presumably because modern testing conditions usually promote high levels of voluntary activation (25).

The updated meta-analysis indicates that although the contralateral strength training effect is small, it is robust and occurs for muscles in both the upper and lower limb, with the elbow flexors and the knee extensors being most frequently tested. A large randomized controlled trial of the elbow flexors confirmed the presence and size of the contralateral effect using the elbow flexor muscles (63). Given that the bulk of the effect is likely to reflect increased output from the homologous contralateral motoneuron pools, it notable that the size of the effect fits well with known levels of voluntary activation for the muscle group involved (3). Studies using peripheral nerve stimulation with valid methods of twitch interpolation (3, 4) and more recently with cortical stimulation (82, 83) suggest that healthy subjects usually reach 90–95% of peak voluntary activation in tests under optimal laboratory conditions (25). Interpolation using TMS further indicates that output from the motor cortex is not maximal during voluntary effort and that it can be effectively supplemented by artificial stimulation. This “reserve” is available to be accessed after training. This method, unlike twitch interpolation with nerve stimulation (4), provides a measure of voluntary activation, which is directly proportional to force (83).
Given the size of the contralateral strength training effect, one must ask whether it is likely to be clinically significant: is it clinically useful to train one limb to generate a strength increase on the untrained side? Training typically produces at least twice the strength gains produced by “passive transfer” to the untrained side. Hence it would usually be better to train the affected limb. In the clinical context, this means training the muscle group that requires strengthening or the group that is weakened by disease, disuse, or injury. It is not clear whether additional training of the unaffected limb enhances the improvement in strength of an affected limb that is also being trained, but this could be tested formally. However, if present, the effect is likely to be small and may not lead to significant improvement in performance of activities of daily living. Some data even suggest that contralateral training may actually harm performance in people with unilateral brain and that limb constraint, rather than training, may improve performance (80).

It must be emphasized that this conclusion may not apply to other aspects of cross-education such as skill acquisition where the effect is likely to be small and may not lead to significant improvement in performance of activities of daily living. Some studies of the phenomenon open the way to investigate many aspects of the cortical, contralateral strength training effect, studies of the phenomenon open the way to investigate many aspects of the cortical, subcortical, and spinal control of movement. Many small changes may combine to produce the overall contralateral increase in strength and they will have different time courses and operate to different degrees in different subjects. The availability of new physiological techniques will make it possible to subject these mechanisms greater scrutiny in the near future.
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